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From the President

Upcoming Events

I usually get to writing this column for the newsletter a week before the end of the
month. Somehow, it has taken me a little longer to get around to it, even though I
"reminded" others that they needed to get their "stuff" to our editor in a timely manner.
I wonder if I'll get "fired"?

Nov 9, 10:00 am: EAA Chapter
477 Meeting & Fabric
Workshop, Walterboro (RBW).
See page 2 for details.

This fall, along with some cooler weather, there was another change. Some of the
scheduled airshows had to be canceled due to not have an waiver for planned aerobatics.
Such was the case for the August Georgia event. All due to the "government shutdown",
or so we are told.

Nov 3: SC Breakfast Club,
Orangeburg (OGB)

Nevertheless, we flew three Young Eagles at the last meeting. A little different format
than a large "rally" and personally, a good idea. In this way, each of the YEs had a
chance to have good one-on-one with their host pilot. That also gave me a chance to talk
to the parents the parents while their kids were out flying. You can read more about that
later in the newsletter.

Nov 7-10: Ford Tri-Motor Tour,
Savannah International airport
http://www.airventuremuseum.or
g/fordtrimotor/
Nov 17: SC Breakfast Club,
East Cooper (LRO)

We also have a couple of sightings for the month. Really good ones too! Gotta really love RBW; it attracts quite a few unusual
aircraft almost every month. But, I'll let you read more about that in the next pages.
I also have penned a little note on how important it is to not be over gross when you are taking off. Learned about that just
accidentally a few weeks ago.
Our next meeting (November 9th) will be lead by
Pat Wechter. who will doing the second
installment of the fabric covering workshop. As
you read this, you only have a few days to "sign
up" for the workshop. Nevertheless, if you don't
want to participate hands-on, we hope you still
come on out and "sniff the glue".
We also will have officer elections. But don't let
that keep you from coming out! Nobody is
EVER pressured into taking a leadership role.
But if you are so inclined, please let us know.
Now for my Cozy report:
I think I move slower with the cold
weather.....Will have to talk to my DAR as I am
not going to make the schedule we had set, but at
least I am making progress. Had to completely
strip and repaint the control surfaces as I applied
too much paint and they would not balance. All is
better now, but should have heeded the warning.
The prop adapter is on and the prop is ordered and
I will at least be taxiing by this time next month;
can't wait!!
-Glen Phelps, President
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October Meeting Report
EAA Chapter 477 Launches It's Young Eagles Flights
With cool temps and lots of sunshine, the YE pilots took
to the skies. At our last 477 meeting three young eagles
received their first flight. Each received a Young Eagles
logbook and personalized Certificate signed by the pilot
who gave the flight.
Each YE has now been launched into the Young Eagles
program, LEARN TO FLY. The program consist of a five
step process which allows each young eagle to pursue
their dream of becoming a pilot, and beyond. Step one
take a flight; Step two, free six-month membership into
the EAA; Step three, Sporty's complete flight training
course; Step four, first flight lesson, and finally Step five,
apply for a scholarship through the EAA scholarship fund.
For more info go to: www.YoungEagles.org
Special thanks to our YE pilots, Roy Carson, Jeff Griggs,
and EAA477, YE Coordinator Roger Medlin for giving
their time and planes to help launch the program. Our
goal is fly four to five YE's at each of our monthly
meetings.
To all our 477 members and pilots, please let me know if
you have young kids 8-17 who would like to participate in
the program, or you as a pilot would like to participate.
The scheduling will be by appointment only, which allows
for personalized attention with each Young Eagle. Feel
free to call me at 843-793-7775 or 843-549-2549 to
schedule a flight. Keep your eyes looking to the skies and
your wing level!
-Roger Medlin, Vice President\

Next Meeting, November 9
Saturday 10:00 am, Walterboro (RBW)
Pat Wechter will be hosting “Part II” of his hands-on
fabric covering workshop, showing us rib stitching and
repairs. (Does this mean we get to break something?)
Anyone who attended “Part I” can tell you Pat's
workshops are fun and very informative.
Please take 30 seconds to sign up online, so we have an
approximate head-count: www.eaa477.org

(see additional photo on last page)

We should wrap up about noon. Then our resident chef
Bruce Huffines will test our new Chapter 477 grill & cook
up some delicious hot burgers & brauts. Yum!
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Sightings
Working on the RV late one afternoon this past month, I
heard this radio call on my handheld, which I usually have
on while I’m in the hangar “lowcountry traffic…Mustang
downwind runway 5.” Oh, I wonder, could that be a P-51?
I walked to the end of the hangar row to get a good view
of the runway and turning base was what looked similar to
a P-51 but, sounded a little different also. I proceeded to
the ramp to get a better view and sure enough, taxing in
was a modified P-51 Mustang.
It was the P-51, ‘Precious Metal’, a highly modified
Mustang equipped with a Griffon Rolls Royce Engine
with counter rotating props. It is owned and piloted by
Thom Richard, who I had the opportunity to talk with
briefly while he refueled this magnificent airplane.
Thom was returning to his home base in Kissimmee from
Reno. He placed 5th in the Unlimited Gold Reno Air Race
with an average speed of 470 kts (541 mph). He said the
engine that was to be used for the race was ruined due to
the seizing of a main bearing during a run up. This
destroyed the million dollar engine and forced the use of a
spare engine. His crew replaced the engine and had it
running within a 48 hour time period. However, the spare
engine didn’t perform as well as they expected, resulting
in the 5th place at Reno.
What better way to end an afternoon at the airport – I got
to see up close, the only highly modified P-51 with a
Griffon Engine, talk with the owner/pilot, see the counter
rotating props in operation and hear that powerful engine
running. My WOW meter was pegged!
-Roy Carson
(see additional photo on last page)
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Treasurer's Report
This month we caught up on a couple of transactions from
last month and with that plus some dues and good tip jar
results from October we have managed to purchase a new
grill for all those wonderful burgers, dogs, and brats we
enjoy at most meetings.

joke about it anyway. It has happened to me many times,
as I am driving the roads across the state, that I will come
across something that has succumbed to a road injury and
find many of these birds ensuring that state maintenance
personnel will have little to pick up by the end of the day.

Don't forget, if you pay your dues for next year in
December instead of waiting for the new year you get a $5
discount (only $20 instead of $25) Make sure your EAA
membership is paid up to date as well (that's one of the
requirements to be in the Chapter).
Beginning Bank Balance = $2,359.95
Ending Bank Balance = $2,357.96
Beginning Petty Cash = $77.00
Ending Petty Cash = $80.00
Beginning Balance = $2,436.95
Ending Balance = $2,437.96
Increase or (decrease) = $1.01
-Lee Miller, Treasurer

Maximum Take Off Weight
As all of us that fly light aircraft know we should not be
"over gross" at take off. This is something that we dwell
on continually in our training. Some of us have found out
the hard way that a little too much weight at take off can
be very difficult to accomplish and we may have had to
abort the take off as a result. I'll have to admit, there was
one time where I didn't do so and almost took out the trees
on the end of the runway. So, it is VERY important to
know our limitations.
The pictures you see here are of the South Carolina State
Bird, the Turkey Vulture. Well, not really, but we often

What I DIDN'T know, was that these birds have a way to
resolve a take off when over gross from eating too much
of the ripe delicacy along the road. When they find that
they have eaten too much and have too large a load for
effective take off, they simply regurgitate what they have
just eaten so that they can get airborne. This often
happens when a predator comes upon them. I wonder
what is a "predator" for these nasty birds anyway.
Nevertheless, my car roaring down the highway MIGHT
be considered a "predator", and that means I might have
more than just poo on my hood as they take off.
At least there are two less of these birds out there; a plane
leaving RBW struck two last week on take off and had to
divert to CHS for an inspection.
I have learned a lot from these birds. You will now know
what I am doing if I lift my canopy just before take off
and puke on the runway. (Did I eat too much at Duke's?)
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Come join the Pack!

LowCountry Sport Aviation
EAA Chapter 477
517 Aviation Way
Walterboro, SC 29488
www.eaa477.org

President: Glen Phelps pres@eaa477.org (843) 571-3332
Vice President: Roger Medlin acpilot.roger@gmail.com
Secretary & Newsletter Editor: Kevin Thorp
sec@eaa477.org
If you're not already a member of
EAA Chapter 477 we'd love to have
you join us!

Treasurer: Lee Miller lemiller@eaa477.org
Webmaster: Greg Horne gehorne@jws.com

Fill out the application on our home
page (www.eaa477.org).

Young Eagles Coordinator: Brett Grooms
eagles@eaa477.org

Or just drop in on one of our
meetings & see what we're all about.

Walterboro Wings-n-Wheels Coordinator: Roger Medlin
acpilot.roger@gmail.com
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